### BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL STANDARD DRAWINGS

### INDEX OF STANDARD DRAWINGS

**BSD-1000 SERIES: GENERAL**
- BSD-1000: General Drafting
- BSD-1010: Public Utilities
- BSD-1020: Road Network

**BSD-2000 SERIES: ROAD CORRIDOR**
- BSD-2000: Kerbs
- BSD-2020: Vehicle Crossings (Driveways)
- BSD-2040: Pavement Drainage and Restoration
- BSD-2060: Precast Traffic Islands
- BSD-2100: Bus Infrastructure
- BSD-2200: Bridge Infrastructure
- BSD-2220: Retaining Walls

**BSD-3000 SERIES: TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT**
- BSD-3000: Manoeuvring Areas and Turning Templates
- BSD-3100: Traffic Signage
- BSD-3150: Road Pavement Markings
- BSD-3200: Local Area Traffic Management

**BSD-4000 SERIES: TRAFFIC SIGNALS AND INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS**
- BSD-4000: Electrical Connection
- BSD-4010: Cables, Conduits and Loops
- BSD-4030: Pits and Covers
- BSD-4100: Installation Brackets
- BSD-4120: Posts and Mast Arms
- BSD-4150: Footings and Foundations
- BSD-4200: Traffic Signal Installation Requirements
- BSD-4300: Bus Stop ITS
- BSD-4310: Intelligent Transport Systems Installation Requirements

**BSD-5000 SERIES: PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST FACILITIES**
- BSD-5000: Bikeway Furniture
- BSD-5050: Bike Racks
- BSD-5100: Bikeway Pavement Markings
- BSD-5200: Pedestrian Paths
- BSD-5230: Kerb Ramps
- BSD-5250: School and Pedestrian Crossings
- BSD-5280: Steps and Stairs

**BSD-6000 SERIES: COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE**
- BSD-6000: Pit & Duct Break Ins
- BSD-6030: Cable Demarcation
- BSD-6040: Fibre Optic Trenchers
- BSD-6060: Outside Fibre Optic Plant

**BSD-7000 SERIES: FENCES, BARRIERS AND PUBLIC FURNITURE**
- BSD-7000: Fences
- BSD-7020: Noise Barriers
- BSD-7030: Gates
- BSD-7050: Entrance Barriers
- BSD-7070: Entrance Barriers - Horse Stiles
- BSD-7090: Bollards
- BSD-7120: Traffic Management Furniture
- BSD-7200: Seating
- BSD-7300: Rubber Bins
- BSD-7330: Drinking Fountain

**BSD-8000 SERIES: STORMWATER DRAINAGE AND WATER QUALITY**
- BSD-8000: Construction Design Requirements
- BSD-8010: Installation Requirements
- BSD-8020: Stormwater Manholes
- BSD-8030: Stormwater Manhole Covers and Frames
- BSD-8050: Stormwater Gullies
- BSD-8070: Gully Hydraulic Capture Charts
- BSD-8090: Field Inlets
- BSD-8100: Inlet and Outlet Headwalls
- BSD-8110: Roofwater Drainage
- BSD-8300: Swales
- BSD-8330: WSUD Bioretention Ponds

**BSD-9000 SERIES: STREETSCAPE AND LANDSCAPE**
- BSD-9000: Tree Planting
- BSD-9030: WSUD Tree Pits
- BSD-9050: General Planting
- BSD-9060: Edging
- BSD-9070: Tree Grates and Guards
- BSD-9080: Tree Protection
- BSD-9300: Retaining Walls
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